Cloud Assessment
Take Control of Your Cloud Spend While
Maximizing Performance

CONTROLLING SKY-HIGH
CLOUD COSTS
When running a hybrid or multi-cloud environment, visibility into these environments
becomes a challenge when you’re trying to understand how much you’re spending.
With ORock’s cloud assessment, you will learn how ORock’s equivalent cloud services
can offer better performance. You will also receive a recommended course of action
that, in many cases, will save you money once you switch your AWS or Azure cloud
environments to ORock.
Typically, organizations have these challenges with their public cloud solutions:
•
•

•

Costs aren’t shown in real-time
Resources are not factored into the total cost picture, including the cost of data
transport, egress fees and support costs
Complex and ever-changing price structures for cloud services

Our assessment can help you uncover savings in the following areas:
•

•
•

Egress and data transport fees. ORock does not charge for data egress or
transport fees.
Better performance. Organizations usually pay extra for storage performance.
These costs are a flat rate in ORock’s invoice.
API fees. We find that organizations unexpectedly pay more for API ‘puts and gets’
and all other API requests. ORock does not charge for API transactions.

ORock has partnered with an industry-leading cloud assessment company that
leverages secure API access into your AWS or Azure invoice to track real-time usage
metrics. ORock leverages the tool to compare against benchmarked service utilization
and pricing, and provides guidance on where to optimize cloud services costs.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE ON YOUR
CLOUD INVOICE
Let ORock help you to take control of your current and future cloud spend with a
secure, quick and easy-to-understand cloud assessment.
Within 48-72 hours of sharing your invoice and completing the assessment, you’ll
receive a clear analysis of your AWS or Azure invoice and quickly see areas of savings
and performance advantages with ORock.
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WITH OROCK’S
CLOUD ASSESSMENT
REPORT YOU GET:
Visibility
See where your AWS or Azure budgets
are spent across cloud services and
understand where the opportunities
are to cut costs while maximizing
performance

Recommendations
The assessment delivers highlydetailed recommendations on how to
best optimize resources to save costs
while supporting your business needs

Typical Savings Opportunities
Assessments can uncover charges
often overlooked or under estimated.
While not an exhaustive list, these can
include data retrieval or access fees,
data transport fees (Internet ingress or
egress), API calls, storage
performance IOPs fees, support costs
and storage snapshots

ORock Advantages
Highly-secure open-source cloud,
U.S.-based customer service,
predictable pricing model

